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XXIII  International Scientific Conference  
KNOWLEDGE IN PRACTICE (12 – 15  December, 2019 Bansko, Bulgaria) 
CONFERENCE PROGRAM   
 
Venue: HOTEL ASTERA SPA 
 
Thursday, December 12, 2019 
14:00 -      WORKSHOP:    DIGITAL MARKETING IN TOURISM                                     Venue: TIC  Bansko 
                                Prof. Krasimira Staneva PhD, University of Forestry, Sofia 
                               Representative of Municipality  Bansko 
15:30 – 16:00   Meeting of the representatives of the International Editorial Board  
16:15 – 17:00   Meeting of Organizational Committee and the Conference Presidency  
17:00 – 19:00   Welcome and registration of participants  
 
Friday, December 13, 2019 
   9:00 - 12:30     Registration of participants 
  13:00 - 14:15     Conference opening - Welcoming speech                                                     Plenary Hall 
Key Notes:         Prof.  Ivan Iliev, PhD, University of Forestry, Sofia, Rector    
       Prof.  Sinisha Zaric, PhD, Faculty of Economics, University of Belgrade  
       Prof.  Sasho Josimovski, PhD, Faculty of Economics, UKIM,  Skopje 
  Key Speakers:    
       Prof.  Sinisha Zaric, PhD, Faculty of Economics, University of Belgrade  
                                 INVESTING IN KNOWLEDGE INICIATIVES 
       Prof.  Suzana Kotovchevska, PhD, Faculty of pedagogy, UKIM Skopje   
                                              LIBRARY: BRIDGING KNOWLEDGE TO PRACTICE 
                                  Prof.  Lulzim Mehmedi, Faculty of pedagogy, UT, Tetovo 
   IMPLEMENTATION OF HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES  
   
       Promotions:     Prof. Savo Astalkoski PhD 
      KNOWLEDGE -  International Journal, Vol. 35    
                                             CLOUD BASED CONTROLL SYSTEMS  OF FINANCE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROLL                                 
14:15 – 14:40       Cocktail and refreshment  
14:45 – 19:00       Parallel thematic sessions  
18:00 – 19:00       WORKSHOP:  KNOWLEDGE AND SOCIETY,  
     Prof. Rumen Tomov, PhD, University of Forestry, Sofia 
     Doc.  Ivan Blazevski, PhD, ISPPI, Skopje 
19:00 – 19.30       WORKSHOP:   CHAMBER OF TEACHERS –Prof. Borislav Borisov, PhD, SA-DT., Svishtov 
20:30                      Informal evening  
 
Saturday, December 14, 2019  
09:00 – 10:00       Poster session                                                                                                                     
09:00 –    9:45      Professional papers  session                                                                                 
10:00 – 11:00       ROUND TABLE:  KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE - Prof. Sinisa Zaric, PhD 
11:00 – 12:00       WORKSHOP: CREATING COMPLEX TOURISTIC PRODUCT - prof. Krasimira Staneva PhD 
12:00 – 15:00       Parallel thematic sessions  
20:30                      Informal evening  
                 
Sunday, December 15, 2019 
  9:00 - 10:00        Meeting of members of the International Editorial board – future perspectives  
10:00 - 11:00        Meeting of members of the Organizational Committee 
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Friday, 13.12.2019                 14:45                                                        Plenary   Hall    
  Thematic session: ECONOMY, MANAGEMENT AND TOURISM 
Moderators:         Blagica Koleva, Rositsa Ivanova, Vjollca Dibra, Biljana Djordjevic,  
 
CUSTOMERS PREFERENCES REGARDING THE USE AND ACCEPTANCE OF DIGITAL BANKING PRODUCTS AND 
SERVICES 
  Snezana Ristevska – Jovanovska, Saso Josimovski, Marija Magdincheva – Shopova,  
A METHODOLOGY FOR ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL CONSUMPTION OF PRODUCTION 
 Rositsa Ivanova 
ANALYSIS OF THE CASH FLOW RATIOS AND TRADITIONAL LIQUIDITY RATIOS OF HOTEL COMPANIES IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF SERBIA    
Aleksandra Mitrović, Snežana Knežević, Marko Milašinović 
PRODUCTIVE EXPENDTIURES AND ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
Liza Alili Sulejmani 
ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND APPROXIMATIONS IN IFRS 15 REVENUE FROM CONTRACTS WITH CUSTOMERS 
 Valentina Staneva 
TENDENCY OF MOVEMENT OF BASIC INDICATORS OF THE FINANCIAL STABILITY OF THE BANKING SECTOR IN THE 
REPUBLIC OF SERBIA 
 Tatjana R. Mrvić, Dušica Karić  
LIBYAN LABOR MARKET: CHARACTERISTICS AND CHALLENGES 
 Rwida Kreiw, Waleed Faragalla  
DIGITALIZATION - A FACTOR FOR INCREASING COMPETITIVENESS OF ENTERPRISES 
 Nelly Bencheva, Toni Mihova, Nikola Manevski 
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FOR WESTERN BALKAN COUNTRIES 
 Violeta Madzova, Luljeta Sadiku, Nehat Ramadani 
THE CHALLENGES OF GLOBALIZATION TO CHARISMATIC LEADERSHIP 
 Plamen Tzokov 
COMPETITIVENESS OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN TOURISM IN THE SOUTHEAST EUROPE 
 Boban Stojanović, Vladan Vučić, Zorana Kostić 
STUDENT ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS THE BASIS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND THE STABILITY OF EUROPEAN 
COUNTRIES AND STATES IN THE PRE-ACCESSION STAGE 
 Ranko Davidović 
THE ROLE OF ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISES 
 Nelly Bencheva, Teodora Stoeva 
MARKET BASED MANAGEMENT: POSITIONING OF AGRICULTURAL GOODS ON THE LOCAL MARKET 
 Georgi Toskov  
IMPORTANCE OF CONTEMPORARY MANAGEMENT THEORIES IN MANAGING EMPLOYEES 
  Theranda Beqiri, Merita Begolli Dauti, Ibish Mazreku 
MANAGEMENT OF THE MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS IN THE STATE ADMINISTRATION OF BULGARIA 
 Nelly Bencheva, Milena Tepavicharova  
TRANSFER PRICING – DEFINITION AND METHODS 
 Olivera Gjorgieva-Trajkovska, Vesna Georgieva Svrtinov, Janka Dimitrova, Blagica Koleva 
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATING AND RANKING BANKS IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA USING AHP 
METHOD 
 Slađana Paunović, Dajana Kovačević 
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE EUROPEAN TRANSITION ECONOMIES 
  Todor Topalov, Georgi Toskov  
CREATIVE THINKING IN TECHNOLOGY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP ACTION  
    Elka Valcheva 
TRENDS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COCOA INDUSTRY 
 Valentina Nikolova -Alexieva, Atanaska Teneva, Borislav Ivanov  
THE ROLE AND IMPORTANCE OF FARM MANAGEMENT IN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT 
 Husnija Bibuljica  
ASSESSMENT OF THE BUSINESS PROCESSES EFFECTIVENESS IN THE CORPORATE COMPANY 
 Yuliyan Velkov 
ENHANCING THE COMPETITIVENESS OF BIO-SECTOR ENTERPRISES FOR STRONGER BIO-ECONOMY 
 Valentina Nikolova-Alexieva, Katina Valeva 
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ANALYSIS OF COMPETITIVENESS OF THE REPUBLIC OF SERBIA BASED ON ITS CAPACITY TO RETAIN AND ATTRACT 
TALENTS 
 Danijela Despotović, Slobodan Cvetanović,  
MEANING AND ROLE OF EMPLOYEES IN THE TOURISM AND CATERING SECTOR 
  Jasmina Risteska 
INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT AND FACTORS AFFECTING THE INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY OF SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED 
ENTERPRISES  
 Radostina Emilova Yuleva – Chuchulayna 
IMPLEMENTATION OF FISCAL POLICIES IN THE FUNCTION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF KOSOVO 
 Afërdita Shabani, Halit Shabani 
THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
 Gordana Petrusevska, Katarina Brockova 
STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE CONFLICT MANAGEMENT IN ORGANIZATIONAL CONTEXT 
 Marija Kotevska-Dimovska, Mende Soluncevski, Valentina Dimovska,  
MODELS AND SCHEMES USED FOR MONEY LAUNDERING IN THE NON-FINANCIAL SECTOR 
 Polina Kavrakova  
STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INTEGRATED INFRASTRUCTURE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
INTELLIGENT TOURISM 
 Kamelia Nusheva 
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS FOR CULTURAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES IN THE CONTEXT OF SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL ECONOMIES AND COMMUNITIES 
 Georgi Vasilev 
MODELING DYNAMIC EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN PUBLIC SPENDING AND TAXES ON ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN 
REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
 Mahije Mustafi 
ETHICS IN FAMILY BUSINESSES: CASE STUDY IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOSOVO 
 Bedri Ademi, Bekim Marmullaku 
ТHE IMPACT OF DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS, ON CONSUMER ONLINE SHOPPING BEHAVIOR  
 Branka Denkova 
IMPACT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS ON PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION IN COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES 
 Vehbi Ramaj, Demir Limaj, Mustafë Kadriaj 
KNOWLEDGE, ORGANIZATIONAL INEXHAUSTIBLE STRATEGIC RESOURCE 
  Gabriela Krstevska 
PROSPECTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURAL TOURISM IN SOFIA 
 Boryana Hadzhieva 
MARKETING MANAGEMENT IN  RURAL TOURISM IN KOSOVO 
 Meriton Ismajli 
KNOWLEDGE AS AN ECONOMIC RESOURCE IN MODERN SOCIETY 
 Ljiljana Stošić Mihajlović 
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT ANALYSIS OF THE SOUTH EASTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE 
   Todor Topalov, Georgi Toskov  
EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE SYSTEM A PREREQUISITE FOR BUSINESS SUCCESS 
 Zorica Siljanovska, Marina Kantardjieva       
GLOBALIZATION OF THE FINANCIAL MARKET AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
 Gordana Mrdak, Milica Stanković, Suzana Stojanović 
STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING THE CANNING INDUSTRY IN BULGARIA 
 Georgi Toskov  
SMEs INTERNATIONALISATION: BUSINESS STRATEGIES 
  Milica Stanković, Gordana Mrdak, Suzana Stojanović, Branislav Stanisavljević 
MONETARY CONTROL 
 Blerim Shehu 
RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY IN JKP „PARKING SERVIS” – NIS 
 Dejan Dimitrijevic, Maja Randjelovic Jovovic, Marko Jankovic, Jelena Petrovic 
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTINITIES OF FEMALE ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH 
MACEDONIA 
 Ceneta Telak Durmishi, Snezana Bilic 
IMMEDIATE RISK ASSESSMENT NEEDS IN KOSOVO 
 Sherif Sejdiu, Lirije Krasniqi  
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INTEGRATION OF NON-FINANCIAL (ENVIRONMENTAL) INDICATORS IN THE FINANCIAL REPORTING  
 Petya Yordanova - Dinova 
ON SOME ASPECTS OF THE VALUATION OF ENTERPRISES 
 Vanya Dencheva Tsonkova 
TOURISM DIVERSIFICATION THROUGH URBAN FARMING AS A CONSTITUENT OF CONTEMPORARY CULTURE AND 
EDUCATION 
  Ivan Obreshkov 
DESIGN THINKING - A CREATIVE CONCEPT FOR THE SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF THE ORGANIZATION 
 Gergana Ivanova Koleva 
INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL AUDIT OF ENTERPRISES IN INSOLVENCY AND LIQUIDATION 
 Maia Iankova Natchkova 
INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN TRANSPORT 
  Suzana Stojanović, Gordana Mrdak 
THE MODERN USER OF TOURIST SERVICES 
  Deyan Andreyevich 
MANAGEMENT OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES 
 Sasha Djordjevic 
IMPACT OF MOTIVATION AND SATISFACTION ON EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND DECISION MAKING PROCESS 
 Baki Koleci, Violeta Koleci, Rina Koleci  
FEATURES IN ASSET’S INVESTMENT AND LIABILITIES REPORTING OF INSURANCE COMPANIES IN BULGARIA  
 Simeon Lubomirov Grigorov 
ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EMPLOYMENT - POTENTIAL AND OPPORTUNITIES TO INCREASE INCOME AND 
PROFESSIONAL REALIZATION 
 Rumiana Budjeva 
100% TAX AGAINST SERBIA AND BIH, ECONOMIC WAR OR POLITICAL-DIPLOMATIC PRESSURE 
 Artan Nimani, Mirgeta Hoxha, Vjollca Dibra, Denis Spahija 
THE USE OF PAYMENT CARDS AS ELECTRONIC PAYMENT INSTRUMENTS FOR PAYMENT TRANSACTION 
 Marina Blazhekovikj Toshevski 
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES AS A FACTOR OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT 
 Biljana Đorđević, Maja Ivanović-Đukic, Vinko Lepojević, Sandra Milanović 
THE MAPPING AND EVALUATION OF CULTURAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRY IN KORÇA CITY 
 Edlira Menkshi,  Ermiona Braholli 
STUDY OF SUSTAINABLE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT: REGIONAL ASPECTS 
 Ivaylo Ivanov, Adriana Strekalovska-Garkova, Radostina Sotirova, Spasimira Geranova 
HUMAN RESOURCES STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IN KOSOVO TOURISM BUSINESSES 
 Bekë Kuqi, Elvis Elezaj 
THE IMPACT OF STRATEGIC HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ON ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
 Irena Ashtalkoska, Savo Ashtalkoski, Nikolce Marinovski 
MAJOR FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE BUSINESS BUYER BEHAVIOR TOWARDS FSC COC CERTIFICATION IN BULGARIA 
 Tsvetelina Simeonova-Zarkin, Emil Kitchoukov, Nikolay Neykov 
PRECONDITIONS FOR INCREASING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF WORK ACTIVITY 
 Venelin Terziev, Мarin Georgiev, Ivelina Dacheva 
PARADIGM OF THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN GREECE 
 Pavle Trpeski, Ljupche Zlateski, Vesna Korunovska, Biljana Mitrovikj 
MICHAEL PORTER’S MODEL AND BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP MATRIX APPLIED TO THE MARKETING STRATEGY 
OF VINPROM “KARNOBAT” 
 Ivaylo Dimitrov  
ATTRACTIVNESS OF THE NORTH MACEDONIAN MARKET FOR TURKISH FOREING DIRECT INVESTORS 
 Snezana Bilic, Ceneta Telak Durmishi 
THE RELATION MANAGEMENT ABILITY - INNOVATION ACTIVITY OF FOOD INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES 
 Iva Bichurova 
SOCIAL LOGISTICS - CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS AND FIELDS OF APPLICATION 
 Vanya Banabakova 
CHALLENGES OF YOUTH MIGRATION IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
 Drita Memeti, Ardita Abduli, Hiriet Ziberi 
INEQUALITIES IN EDUCATION AND THEIR IMPLICATION ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ECONOMICALLY INACTIVE 
PERSONS IN THE LABOR MARKET 
 Kamelia Petkova 
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SUPPORTING SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP (THE CASE OF NORTH MACEDONIA) 
Elmedina Shuajibi, Merita Saliu, Miranda Rahmani 
CHARACTERISTICS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT IN MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES 
 Nikaela Wilson 
ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT AS AN INDICATOR FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
 Tatjana Dimoska, Slavica Dimoska 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN TOURISM 
 Snezhinka Konstantinova  
CORPORATE ASSET MANAGEMENT AND DIVDEND 
Gordana Stojmenović 
THE IMPACT OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE ON PERFORMANCE OF 
EMPLOYEES IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR 
Jasna Pajkovska 
FACTORS FOR BIOLOGICAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN BULGARIA 
  Valentina Nikolova -Alexieva, Кatina  Valeva 
GOOD PRACTICIES IN INNOVATION MANAGEMENT IN FOREST INDUSTRY IN BULGARIA 
 Radostina Popova  
RESEARCH ON INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY OF FOOD INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES 
 Iva Bichurova 
THE IMPACT OF MODERN TECHNOLOGIES ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IN E-GOVERNMENT 
Mansur Jaba, Najib Tanish 
THE IMPACT OF DIGITAL DISRUPTION AND DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION ON BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
 Snežana Radukić, Zorana Kostić 
MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
 Marina Grubor, Oliver Dimitrijevic, Pavle Trpeski, Miodrag Šmelcerović 
 
Friday, 13.12.2019                               16:30                                                         Plenary Hall    
Thematic session: LAW, POLITICS AND SECURITY 
Moderators: Oliver Bakreski, Blagica Kotovchevska,  Ivica Josifovic, Iliyan Kostov, Ivan Blazevski 
 
THE RISE OF LONE WOLF TERRORISM- NEW CHALLENGE TO MEDIA 
 Tanja Miloshevska, Rina Kirkova, Tatjana Stojanoska Ivanova,  
CURRENT DIMENSIONS OF ELECTORAL CORRUPTION AND VOTE-BUYING IN BULGARIA 
 Kosta Vlachkov 
ELECTORAL SYSTEMS IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
  Ilir Mustafa, Jusuf Mustafai 
SPECIAL PROSECUTION AND ITS IMPACT ON THE EUROPEAN INTEGRATION PROCESSES OF THE REPUBLIC OF 
NORTH MACEDONIA 
 Argëtim Saliu, Avni Avdiu 
CONCEPT OF RADICALIZATION 
 Nenad Taneski, Oliver Bakreski, Aleksandar Grizhev, Ana Fritzhand 
ANALYSES OF THE REGIONALIZATION PROCESS OF THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
 Kostadinka Panova, Emilija Miteva-Kacarski 
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION OF LEGAL DISPUTES AND ADR METHODS 
 Fjolla Kaprolli 
RESOURCE WARS 
 Mitko Kotovchevski, Blagica Kotovchevska,  
GENDER EQUALITY IN NORTH MACEDONIA 
 Jona Kamberi 
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION-A NECESSITY IN THE FIGHT AGAINST DRUG CRIME 
 Biljana Bogdanova-Smilevska 
THE ROLE OF SECONDARY AND TERTIARY NODES OF THE TRANS-EUROPEAN TRANSPORT SYSTEM FOR REGIONAL 
SECURITY 
  Nikolay Kamarashev, Sevdalina Dimitrova 
DISINTEGRATION OF SOCIALISAM IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
 Gorancho Jakimov 
HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS OF ATATÜRK'S ACTIVITY IN MACEDONIA 
 Andrej Iliev, Aleksandar Grizhev 
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA IN THE NATO ALLIANCE - OBLIGATION TO BUILD A 
COMPATIBLE AND INTEROPERABLE SECURITY AND DEFENSE SYSTEM 
 Temelko Risteski, 
THE CONCEPT OF THE “NATIONAL ARREST WARRANT” AND “JUDICIAL AUTHORITY” FOR EXECUTION OF THE 
EUROPEAN ARREST WARRANT 
 Ivica Josifovic, Igor Kambovski 
MARITAL BARRIERS ACCORDING TO FAMILY LAW IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN MACEDONIA 
 Shemsije Demiri, Driton Haruni, Guximtar Rushani, Rudina Kaja, Senada Lacka 
THE CLOSE RELEVANCE OF INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION AS A LEGAL PROCESS WITH THE CRIMINAL ACT OF 
MIGRANT SMUGGLING 
 Ersin Sulejmani, Ismail Zejneli 
THE ARBITRATION COMMISSION AND THE DISSOLUTION OF THE YUGOSLAV FEDERATION 
 Qazime Sherifi, Arlinda Kadri Shahinovik, Anita Gligorova,  
FORMS OF STATE ADMINISTRATION- NOTING OF THE ESSENTIAL FEATURES AND IDENTITY ATTRIBUTES OF A 
UNITED STATE AND FEDERAL STATE 
  Dejan Vitanski 
ANALYSIS OF EUROPEAN AND NATIONAL LEGISLATION IN THE FEED PRODUCTION SECTOR 
 Iliyan Kostov 
APPLICATION OF CONVENTION LAW WHEN EXPLAINING GROUNDS FOR CUSTODY: EUROPEAN STANDARDS AND 
BH ATTAINMENT 
 Miodrag N. Simović, Marina M. Simović, Vladimir M. Simović 
ТERRORISM - A CURRENT THREAT 
 Hatidza Beriša, Ivona Zenovic 
RULES FOR THE SUBMISSION OF ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS AS EVIDENCE IN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 
 Irina Tzakova 
ANALYSIS OF EUROPEAN AND NATIONAL LEGISLATION IN THE FOOD PRODUCTION SECTOR 
 Iliyan Kostov 
DIGITAL COMPETENCES OF PUBLIC NOTARIES 
 Emruš Azizović, Bilgaip Maznikar 
THE AUTHORITY OF PUBLIC NOTARIES IN THE LEGAL SYSTEM OF KOSOVO 
 Bilgaip Maznikar  
RULE AND TASKS OF POLICE ADMINISTRATION OF MONTENEGRO IN THE FIELD AGAINST TERRORISM 
 Ivan Pekić 
THE BATTLE AT THE RIVER BREGALNICA IN THE BALKAN WARS - SHORT-TERM BUT BLOODY 
 Oliver Cackov 
ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY INHERITANCE NORMS, INSTITUTIONS AND PROCEDURES IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH 
MACEDONIA 
 Lindita Neziri-Ceka 
PRACTICAL FOCUSED EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR THE PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION BEHAVIOR 
 Valeria Vitanova 
RAPE AS CRIMINAL ACT DURING CONFLICT ACCORRDING TO INTERNATIONAL LAW - EVOLUTION AND 
PERSPECTIVES 
 Aleksandra Valcheva 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OFFICE ACTIVITIES 
  Elizabeta Spiroska, Ivan Bimbiloski 
PREVENTION OF SEXUAL ASSAULT ON A CHILD 
 Trajkovska Daniela , Ilija Zivotic 
 
 
Friday, 13.12.2019                                14:45                                                ASTERA  Hotel     
Thematic session: EDUCATION   
Moderators:               Arsić Radomir,  Igballe Miftari- Fetishi, Diana Zhelezova-Mindizova 
  
FORMAL, NON-FORMAL AND INFORMAL EDUCATION     
 Vanche Boykov, Marieta Goceva 
MANAGING THE ADAPTATION PROCESS IN THE CONTEXT OF THE MODERN EDUCATION SYSTEM 
 Venelin Terziev, Dragomira Bankova, Ivelina Dacheva 
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PREVENTIVE PROGRAMS FOR PREVENTION OF CHILDREN'S AGGRESSION ACCESSING COGHITIVE DISMODERATE 
INTERCOURSE  
Vesela Ivanova Bozhkova 
FIVE COMPONENT MODEL FOR DIAGNOSTICS OF DEVIANCE IN BEHAVIOR 
 Rusanka Mancheva 
ONE METHOD FOR RESEARCH TEACHING OF STUDENT EDUCATION 
   Rumyana Neminska 
THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION 
  Batije Shefketi 
PERSONALITY-ORIENTED TRAINING - EDUCATIONAL BASIS AND PEDAGOGICAL PARAMETERS 
 Gergana Bozhurska 
MANAGING CHANGES IN THE SYSTEM OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
 Venelin Terziev 
PROBLEMS FACED IN DEVELOPING READING SKILLS IN EFL 
 Shqipe Husaj 
FORMATION OF KEY COMPETENCES IN PRIMARY SCHOOL AGE - A FACTOR AND PREREQUISITES FOR PERSONAL, 
PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONAL REALIZATION 
 Krasimira Dimitrova, Nikolay Milev 
A MODEL FOR FORMING SOFT SKILLS THROUGH COGNITIVE MATHEMATICAL ACTIVITIES IN PRESCHOOL AGE – 
MATHEMATICS IN HOLIDAYS AND SEASONS 
 Krasimira Dimitrova 
TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT WITH QUALITY EDUCATION 
 Sanja Adjaip-Velickovski, Sead Dzigal, Sauda Nurkovic,  
HIGHER EDUCATION IN STRATEGY EUROPE 2020  
 Vladimir Nedić, Vojislav Ilić, Lena Despotović 
EMPOWERING EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE, DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATION 
 Vjollca Dibra, Artan Nimani, Denis Spahija  
THE ROLE OF ASSESSMENT IN TEACHING ACADEMIC READING- TEXTBOOK AND STUDENT ASSESSMENT 
 Igballe Miftari- Fetishi 
E - DOCUMENTATION IN PRESCHOOL INSTITUTIONS 
 Bratislav Filipović, Predrag Stevanović, Luka Stošić 
REALIZATION OF THE TEACHER'S EDUCATIONAL FUNCTIONS 
 Venelin Terziev, Dragomira Bankova, Ivelina Dacheva 
KEY BENEFITS OF THE EUROPEAN AGENCY FOR SPECIAL NEEDS AND INCLUSIVE EDUCATION FOR THE BULGARIAN 
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE INCLUSIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROJECT 
 Slaveyah Goranova 
SATISFACTION OF EDUCATION EMPLOYEES IN THE PRISTINA REGION 
 Valbona Ramaj, Artan Nimani, Shaqir Elezaj 
TOWARDS CREATING CRITICAL THINKING MEDIA IN EFL CLASSROOM  
 Diana Zhelezova-Mindizova 
ADVANTAGES OF THE ELECTRONIC EXAM 
 Ivan Merdzhanov 
INTERACTIVE VERSUS TRADITIONAL TEACHING IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
 Vesna Horvatovikj  
DIFFERENCES IN THE STRUCTURE OF MOTOR ABILITIES - FEMALE AND MALE STUDENTS OF THE MIDDLE SCHOOL IN 
ARILjE 
 Ranko Davidović 
AN OVERVIEW OF WOMEN AS SCHOOL LEADERS IN NON-PUBLIC EDUCATION 
 Eranda Bilali (Halluni), Edit Lezha 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION AT PRIMARY SCHOOL LEVEL AS A PART OF TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION IN THE 
MODERN DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT  
 Nikolay Tsanev, Magdanela Delinesheva 
THE GAME "PETANQUIE" AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR INTEGRATION OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL 
NEEDS 
 Zlatka Al. Dimitrova  
AUGMENTED REALITY VS. VIRTUAL REALITY IN EDUCATION 
 Magdalena Tsoneva, Todor Yankov 
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VIEW OF STUDENTS-PEDAGOGUES ON THE APPLICATION OF EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER PRESENTATIONS ON 
GEOMETRY 
 Gergana Hristova 
ANALYSES OF STUDENTS’ OPINION ABOUT THE QUALITY OF THEIR PREPARATION COMPARED TO EXAMINATION 
RESULT 
 Adelina Ivanova, Vladislav Todorov 
IMPLEMENTATION OF HUMAN RESOURCE POLICIES IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
  Makfirete Ameti, Lulzim Mehmedi, Aferdita Ilazi-Hoxha    
AN OVERVIEW OF THE TIME THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN SPEND WITH THEIR PARENTS 
 Rina Muka, Migena (Selçetaj) Kecaj,  Suada Vokshi, 
AGGRESSION AS A BEHAVIORAL DISORDER IN CHILDREN 
 Arsić Radomir, Hadži Miloš Vidaković  
METHODOLOGY OF LEARNING UNKNOWN MULTIPLAYER IN THE NEW BULGARIAN SECOND GRADE MATHEMATICS 
 Gabriela Kirova 
LEARNING PROCESS IN MUSIC AT THE INITIAL STAGE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL- ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTS FOR SHEET 
MUSIC AHD MUSIC LITERACY 
 Tsvetanka Popova 
THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY IN PRESCHOOL EDUCATION 
 Emilija Marković, Slađana Vidosavljević, Jelena Krulj, Nataša Mladenović 
THE INFLUENCE OF PARENTS’ ATTACHMENT ON SELF-ESTEEM AT ADOLESCENTS (16-18 YEARS OLD, SHKODRA 
CASE) 
 Migena (Selcetaj) Kecaj,  Rina Muka, Elida Sinani 
STARTING GAME IN THE FUNCTION OF CORRECT PSYCHOPHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT OF PRESCHOOL CHILDREN 
Miloš Nikolić 
CURRENT ASPECTS IN BULGARIAN EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND PRACTICE FOR ADMINISTRATION OR EDUCATIONAL 
INTEGRATION OF PUPILS FROM ETHNIC MINORITIES 
 Natalia Georgieva 
ENHANCING THE PHYSICAL CAPABILITY OF PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS THROUGH FIELD-AND-TRACK EXERCISES 
 Kamen Simeonov 
QUESTIONS AND INTERACTION IN MODERN SCHOOLING BY NATURE AND SOCIETY 
 Leonora Jegeni 
STUDENTS ENGAGEMENT IN LEARNING 
  Gjorgina Kjimova 
LITERARY WORK AS A GENOCIDE INSPIRATOR - MORAL CHALLENGES IN EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM 
Suada A. Džogović 
TECHNOLOGICAL INTEGRATION IN TEACHING LITERATURE 
 (Lina) Galina Lechеva 
PARENTS’ AND TEACHERS’ POINT OF VIEW ABOUT CYBER-ADDICTION AMONG CHILDREN – COMPARATIVE 
ANALYSIS 
 Rumyana Yordanova Papancheva, Maria Stoyanova Dishkova 
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES FOR CIVIL EDUCATION IN PRIMARY STAGE 
 Lyuben Vitanov 
CHARACTERISTICS OF GREEK SCIENTIFIC TERMINOLOGY 
 Antela Voulis 
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATION WITHOUT BORDERS 
Denitsa Dimitrova, Rumelina Vasileva 
VERBAL PERFECTIONS IN THE LIBERTY OF LOVE KARAVELOV 
Albena Baeva 
 
Friday, 13.12.2019   16:30                                                  ASTERA  Hotel   
Thematic session: MEDICAL SCIENCES AND HEALTH 
Moderators:  Teodora Dimcheva, Milka Zdravkovska, Katya Mollova,  Sara Miftari Sadiki   
 
 
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN THE INTEGRATED CARE FOR PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC PAIN 
  Radka Goranova- Spasova 
CREATING HEALTHY DIETING HABITS BASED ON SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE  
 Zoran Simonovski, Milka Zdravkovska 
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VOLUNTARY STANDARDS APPLICABLE IN HEALTHCARE ACTIVITIES 
 Maria Toneva, Albena Andonova, Hristina Milcheva  
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS IN THE MEDICAL PRACTICE OF SPECIALISTS - REHABILITATION THERAPISTS
 Mariyana Petrova, Anushka Uzunova, Katya Mollova 
LIPID PROFILE CHANGES RELATIONS TO BODY FAT DISTRIBUTION CHANGES DETERMINED WITH DUAL-ENERGY X-
RAY ABSORPTIOMETRY DURING THE WEIGHT LOSS 
 Slavica Shubeska Stratrova, Danijela Janicevic Ivanovska, Vesna Velikj Stefanovska 
STUDY ON NUTRITION IN YOUNG PEOPLE AGED 20 TO 25 AND DEFINITION OF FOOD PATTERN SUSTAINABLE 
ELEMENTS IN THIS AGE GROUP 
Nonka Mateva, Aneta Tosheva, Kristina Kilova, Angelina Kirkova, Antonia Yaneva,  Teodora  Dimcheva, 
Zhivko Peychev, Desislava Bakova 
APPLICATION OF BEE PRODUCTS IN THE TREATMENT PRACTICE 
 Katya Mollova, Svilen Lazarov, Nazife Bekir 
PERSONALISED MEDICINE- IMPACT ON QUALITY OF LIFE AND PATIENTS’ RIGHTS OF ONCO-PATIENTS
 Elisaveta Petrova-Geretto, Zlatitsa Petrova,  
PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF THE MALIGNANT TUMORS – SPECIFIC FEATURES OF THE TUMOR CELLS AND TISSUES 
 Teodora Petrova, Simeon Simeonov 
PRENATAL SCREENING OF INHIBIN A AND FETO-PLACENTAR CIRCULATION AS PEDICTORS FOR PREECLAMPSIA IN 
PREGNANT WOMEN IN SECOND TRIMESTER 
Pranvera Izairi, Nevenka Velickova 
PRESENCE OF PHYSICAL DEFORMITIES AMONG THE YOUNG POPULATION ON THE TERRITORY OF THE CITY OF 
SKOPJE 
 Lence Nikolovska, Zaklina Stamenkova 
EARLY AMBULANT REHABILITATION AFTER THE ARTHROSCOPICAL OPERATIONS OF THE KNEE AND THE QUALITY 
OF LIFE 
 Antoaneta Bayraktarova 
BIOLOGY OF THE MALIGNANT CELL 
 Teodora Petrova, Simeon Simeonov 
ASSESSMENT OF THE TYPES OF ACALCULIA AND DYSCALCULIA IN APHASIC PERSONS 
 Elka Goranova 
THE FORGOTTEN TERTIARY PREVENTION AFTER STROKE 
 Darina Mineva 
THE ROLE OF THE NURSE IN THE PROCESS OF INFORMED CONSENT 
 Svetlana M. Dimitrova, Juliana Marinova, Boryana Parashkevova, Galya Chamova, Galina Petrova 
PARTICIPATION OF PHYSICIANS IN PREVENTION ACTIVITIES -A PART OF THEIR OWN PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR HEALTH 
 Natalia Shtereva-Nikolova 
PROBLEMS OF THE MEDICAL EXPERTISES ON OMISSION AND ERRORS IN THE MEDICAL PRACTICE IN THE REPUBLIC 
OF BULGARIA 
 Svetlozar Spasov 
PROVING IMMUNOGLOBULIN E MEDIATED ALLERGY WITH ALLERGOTESTES AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
 Verica Jakjimoska, Biljana Gjorgjeska 
PREVENTION OF CARDIOVASCULAR HEALTH IN ADOLESCENTS – LONG-TERM INVESTMENT IN THE PROTECTION 
AND EMPLOYABILITY OF ADULTS 
 Tanya S. Popova, Ivanka К. Stambolova 
PUBLIC AWARENESS ON EHEALTH IN BULGARIA - A PILOT STUDY 
 Irena Hambarova, Nonka Mateva 
REHABILITATION OF HEMIPLEGIC PATIENTS AFTER A STROKE 
 Marija Mitkovska 
THE MANAGEMENT OF MEDICALLY COMPROMISED PATIENTS DURING ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT 
 Natasa Toseska-Spasova,  Natasha Stavreva, Biljana Dzipunova 
FROM ECCE TO FACO 
 Strahil Gazepov, Alen Gorgiev, Slavena  Stoykova 
GUIDELINES FOR KINESYTHERAPY AFTER SURGICAL RESTORATION IN POSTERIOR SHOULDER INSTABILITY 
 Daniela Popova, Nikolay Popov, Mariela Filipova 
ANALYSIS OF RULES FOR ATTESTATION AND ACCOUNTING OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES IN THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY - 
PLOVDIV AND POSSIBILITIES FOR AUTOMATIZATION OF THE PROCESSES 
 Zhivko Peychev, Nonka Mateva, Teodora Dimcheva, Kristina Kilova, Angelina Kirkova,  
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND NUTRITION – RISK AND PREVENTIVE FACTORS FOR THE HEALTH AND WELL-BEING OF 
ADULTS 
 Anushka Uzunova, Krasimira Takucheva, Mariyana Petrova 
SALVAGE OF THE RIGHT TESTICLE DUE TO TIMELY DETERMINATION OF TESTICULAR TORSION. PRESENTATION 
WITH A CASE REPORT 
 Ilbert Ademi, Adnan Vrajnko, Majlinda Ademi 
REHABILITATION OF PATIENTS WITH ANKYLOSING SPONDYLOARTRITIS 
 Lence Nikolovska, Simona Timevska  
ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION AND OXIDATIVE STRESS IN PATIENTS WITH CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE 
 Gordana Kamcheva Mihailova 
DIFFERENTIATION OF THE PAIN IN THE LUMBOSACRAL REGION 
 Yuliyan Zlatkov 
COMPARATIVE RESEARCH OF SCANNING ACCURACY  WITH 3SHAPE INTRAORAL SCANNER 
 Dobromira Shopova, Tanya Bozhkova, Diyan Slavchev, Nina Musurlieva 
EXTERNAL QUALITY ASSESMENT OF MEDICAL LABORATORIES: REQUIREMENT OF MKS EN ISO 15189:2013 
 Katerina Tosheska-Trajkovska 
CREATING A PROTOCOL FOR THE TESTING OF PATIENTS WITH IMPLANTED PACEMAKER FOR THE NEEDS OF 
KINESITHERAPY 
 Krasimira Zlatkova 
CAESAREAN SECTION ANESTHESIA SELECTION, SPINAL OR GENERAL, AND APGAR-SCORE FOR NEWBORN 
DELIVERED WITH CAESAREAN SECTION IN STRUMICA 
 Anica Baldzieva, Sanja Baldzieva, Svetlana Jovevska 
INVESTIGATION OF PREVENTIVE FACTORS REDUCING THE RISK OF IMPROPER ACTIONS OF THE STAFF OF MEDICAL 
INSTITUTIONS IN EMERGENCY EVACUATION 
 Desislava Todorova, Rumyana Etova, Tsvetelina Mihaylova 
XEROSTOMIA, ETIOLOGY, DENTAL IMPLICATIONS AND PROSTHODONTIC MANAGEMENT 
 Natasha Stavreva, Natasha Tosheska Spasova 
COMPARISON OF ROSUVASTATIN AND ATORVASTATIN FOR LIPID LOWERING AND SAFETY IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 
2 DIABETES MELLITUS 
 Valentina Velkoska Nakova 
ETIOLOGY OF PERI-IMPLANTITIS 
 Kiro Papakoca, Mihajlo Petrovski 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF PHYSIOTHERAPY OVER THE FATIGUE IN BOTH MALES AND FEMALES 
WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
 Inna Ivanova, Vanina Mihaylova – Alkidi 
PERFORMING OF MOTOR TASKS IN CHILDREN WITH INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT DISABILITY: A CASE STUDY 
 Aleksandra Đurić-Zdravković, Sanja Krstić 
BURNOUT AMONG BULGARIAN EMPLOYEES – PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
 Rumyana Stoyanova, Stanislava Harizanova 
NEED FOR ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT - AESTHETICS v FUNCTION 
 Ana Radeska-Panovska 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES TO SUPPORT SELF-MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC NON-
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES 
 Teodora Dimcheva, Zhivko Peychev, Antonya Yaneva, Angelina Kirkova-Bogdanova 
NUTRITION AND RISK FOR TOOTH DECAY IN CHILDREN, ATTENDING KINDERGARTEN IN PLOVDIV 
 Mariyana Alexandrova, Kristina Kilova, Aneta Tosheva, Nonka Mateva 
THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY INTERVENTION FOR CHILDREN WITH INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES 
 Sanja Krstić, Aleksandra Đurić-Zdravković 
BEHAVIORAL RISK FACTORS IN WOMEN WITH PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME 
 Boryana Traycheva, Ivanka Stambolova 
AWARNESS OF PARENTS OF DISABLED CHILDREN – THE ROLE OF THE NURSE 
 Filiz Alendarova, Filiz Alendarova, Hristina Bratanova, 
MAIN RISK FACTORS IN THE EXERCISE OF THE OBSTETRIC PROFESSION 
 Svetlana Radeva 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE RIGHT TO MENTAL HEALTH 
  Momchil Mavrov, Mariya Hristozova 
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DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS AS DETERMINANTS OF QUALITY OF LIFE IN PATIENTS WITH TRANSVERSE MYELITIS  
DISEASE 
 Sara Miftari Sadiki, Hana Rusi Saliu 
THE HEALTH TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT IN THE EUROPEAN UNION: THE NECESSARY INSTRUMENT FOR THE 
GUARANTEE OF EFFECTIVE AND QUALITATIVE HEALTH 
 Momchil Mavrov 
ANALYSIS WITH PCR METHOD IN STIP 
 Biljana Dodevska, Marija Dimitrova 
KNOWLEDGE OF WORKING WITH MULTISENSOR SPACES AS PART OF THE COMPETENCES OF STUDENTS OF THE 
SPECIALTY OF    SPECIALTY  "GERIATRIC SPECIALIST" 
 Mariya Dimova 
THE TERMINOLOGICAL NOMEN IN CLINICAL TERMINOLOGY – NOMINATION, DENOTATION AND SOMETHING 
MORE 
 Nadezhda Amudzhieva 
A STUDY OF MORPHOLOGICAL VARIATIONS OF THE HUMAN EAR 
 Svetlana Jovevska, Sanja Baldzieva 
 
 
Friday, 13.12.2019                                14:45                                                Hall  1 
Thematic session: LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS 
Moderators:                Fatbardha  Doko, Valjbona Toska, Sena Arif Sesum 
  
ASYLUM AS A “LIFE” AFTER LIFE 
 Kristina Nikolovska 
EQUIVALENCE IN SPECIALIZED DISCOURSE: INVERSE TRANSLATION OF BULGARIAN MEDICAL RESEARCH ARTICLES 
 Ivaylo Dagnev 
SEMANTIC ANALYSIS AND LEXICAL DESCRIPTION OF ARGUMENTS IN PREDICATE-ARGUMENT STRUCTURE IN 
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING 
 Mariya Zhekova 
THE DISTINCTIVE AND CONTRASTIVE VALUE OF STRESS IN ALBANIAN LANGUAGE 
 Hana Radoniqi 
LINGUISTIC SPECIFICS OF ALBANIAN AND MACEDONIAN PROVERBS ABOUT WOMAN 
 Valjbona Toska 
LEARNING THE NATIVE LANGUAGE BY THE BULGARIAN DIASPORA IN THE END OF THE 20TH AND THE BEGINNING 
OF THE 21ST CENTURY 
 Margarita Terzieva 
LANGUAGE TEACHING AT THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY AND INSTRUMENTS FOR ACHIEVING EFFECTIVENESS 
 Zlatina Zheleva, Slavka Hristozova, Rumyana Stoyanova 
WORD ORDER ACQUSITION BY MACEDONIAN LEARNERS OF ENGLISH  LANGUAGE AND THE ROLE OF LANGUAGE 
TRANSFER 
  Ana Miteva 
NARRATIVE AND COMMENTATIVE TENSES IN ALBANIAN LANGUAGE 
  Agnesa Hasimja – Pasha 
DIDACTIC DESIGN OF FOREIGN (RUSSIAN) LANGUAGE TEXTBOOKS 
 Natalia Milikic, Irena Stevovic  
COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY IN ALBANIAN AND ENGLISH 
 Lindita Ademi, Majlinda Nuhiu 
THE USE OF SKILLS IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND DEVELOPING A BASIS FOR READING, LEARNING, COMPREHENSION 
AND CRITICAL THINKING 
 Lirije Ameti, Fatbardha  Doko 
“THE ADVENTURES OF CIPOLLINO” OF GIANNI RODARI TRANSLATED IN THE ALBANIAN LANGUAGE BY GJERGJ ZHEJI 
 Manjola Sulaj, Olieta Polo 
THE VERBAL EXPRESSION OF EMOTIONS IN GERMAN AND MACEDONIAN LANGUAGE 
 Viktorija Кrstovska  
THE AREAS OF COMPETENCE OF A TEACHER IN THE KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY. INTERACTION AND COMMUNICATION 
IN THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASS 
  Eliona Naqo 
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THE METHOD OF PROF. STANIO GEORGIEV IN STUDYING THE LANGUAGE AND STYLE OF YORDAN YOVKOV 
Albena Baeva 
PCR – AN INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIFIC METHOD INCLUDED IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM IN BIOLOGY AND 
CHEMISTRY FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS OF SPECIALIZED PREPARATORY LANGUAGE COURSE  
 Vesselin Alexandrov, Detelina Mileva 
DNA GEL ELECTROPHORESIS – A METHOD RELATED TO PCR AND INCLUDED IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OF A 
BULGARIAN LANGUAGE PREPARATORY COURSE FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS 
 Detelina Mileva, Vesselin Alexandrov 
METHODOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES FOR LEARNING BULGARIAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE FOR MEDICAL 
COMMUNICATION 
 Yuliyana Ivanova Kichukova 
 
 
 Friday, 13.12.2019   16:30                                                   Hall  1 
Thematic session: HUMANITIES 
Moderators: Sezen Ismail, Fatmire Isaki, Petyrana Stoykova 
 
 
APPROACHES TO INCREASE AWARENESS AND INVOLVEMENT OF CITIZENS IN THE SCIENCE OF INVASIVE ALIEN 
SPECIES IN BULGARIA 
 Rumen Tomov, Teodora Trichkova 
DOCTRINE CHARACTERISTICS IN THE INTERPRETATION OF THE HOLY QUR'AN 
 Abdulxhemil Nesimi 
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS WITHIN SECULAR STATES: THE CASE STUDY OF ISLAMIC COMMUNITY OF BOSNIA-
HERZEGOVINA 
 Büşra Dillioğlu 
THE TRANSLATION AS A POLICY OF THE NATIONAL IDENTITY IN THE NOVEL BY ELIF SHAFAK 
 Sezen Ismail 
CONTEMPORARY ENVIRONMENTAL APPROACHES TO THE TRAINING IN THE CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION 
OF DOCUMENTARY CULTURAL HERITAGE 
 Ivanka Yankova, Iskra Tsvetanska 
PEDAGOGICAL PROBLEMS OF WORKING ON CONCERT FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA BY DIMITAR NENOV IN THE 
CURRICULUM IN ORCHESTRA CONDUCTING BY PIANO 
 Gueorgui Patrikov 
"DEMONIC, CLAIRVOYANT, POETIC RAPTURE," BY A GREAT WRITER MIROSLAV KRLEŽA 
 Almedina Čengić 
MEDIA, HEALTHY EATING AND THE CROOKED MIRROR 
 Aneta Tosheva, Jana Delipavlova-Mladenova 
COMPANIES AND CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
  Pavle Trpeski, Liljana Pushova 
THE PLACE OF THE FOUR - HAND ENSEMBLE PLAYING IN METHODOLOGIES FOR PRIMARY PIANO TRAINING 
 Denitsa M. Veselinska 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CULTURE, EDUCATION AND LIBRARIES IN THE MIDDLE EASTERN EUROPE 
 Suzana Kotovchevska  
THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORSHIP (AUTHOR AND THE LITERARY WORK OF ART) 
  Iskra Tasevska Hadji Boshkova 
ESP FOR LAW-CHALLENGES AND ISSUES 
 Lulzime Kamberi, Jona Kamberi 
MUSIC - EMPATHY, CREATIVITY, FREEDOM – THROUGH  THE EYES  OF SOCIAL PEDAGOGY STUDENTS 
 Smilena Smilkova 
CULTURE POLICIES FOR CREATING AN EFFECTIVE STATE CULTURAL ART AND EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR 
LIFELONG ART AND CULTURE EDUCATION  
 Evgeni Velev, Kamelia Nusheva 
THE ARTISTIC MASTERY OF THE WRITER 
 Zarije Nuredini 
SOCIAL NETWORKS IN THE PROCESS OF LEARNING: AN OVERVIEW 
  Maja Stanojević Gocić 
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COMPUTERIZED ASSESSMENT OF FLUENCY DISORDERS 
 Elka Goranova 
THAILAND AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 21 CENTURY 
 Iliyan Genov Mateev, Petar Plamenov Petkov,  
COMMUNICATIVE TOLERANCE AS A “SOFT SKILL”, THAT IMPROVES COMMUNICATION 
 Maria Stoyanova Dishkova 
MASS MEDIA AS A FACTOR FOR REALIZING STUDENTS’ FREE TIME AND INCITING THEIR ASOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
 Nazmije Shaqiri, Besa Havziu 
NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF CLASSICAL FAIRY TALES 
 Mirzana Pašić Kodrić, Vesna Oprhal 
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND SUPPORT OF THE EMPLOYEES IN THE  ЕCONOMIC HIGH SCHOOL ”GOSTIVAR” 
 Pakize Bilalli Abduarimi 
BUILDING A STYLE SENSE AND ENHANCING THE STYLE CULTURE BY PERFORMING PIANO WORKS ON ANOTHER 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 
 Krasimira Georgieva Fileva – Ruseva  
THE TABLE AS A FUNCTIONAL CENTER OF BULGARIAN REVIVAL HOUSE 
 Milena Dineva-Muleshkova 
MULTILINGUALISM - FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE OF THE EUROPEAN LANGUAGE POLICY 
   Marija Todorova, Vesna Koceva 
THE IMPACT OF CULTURE IN ESTABLISHING IDENTITY 
 Seyhan Murtezan Ibrahimi 
GENDER CONSTRUCTION THROUGH FAYRY TALES - FEMALE CHARACTERISTICS 
 Natasha Sarafova  
LOVE AND APPEARANCE VERSUS REALITY IN SHAKESPEARE’S OTHELLO AND KING LEAR 
 Fatmire Isaki, Arbena Fejzullaji 
PERFECTIONISM AS A FACTOR OF ANXIETY IN THE ADOLESCENTS 
 Hana Rusi Saliu, Sara Miftari Sadiki, Bjonda Karameti 
ASSESSMENT OF MOTIVATION RELATED TO PARTICIPATION IN OUTDOOR SPORT TOURISM ACTIVITIES: THROUGH 
THE EXAMPLE OF STUDENTS FROM PRIVATE HIGH SCHOOL “YAHYA KEMAL” – STRUGA  
 Liza Pantekovska, Tanja Kitanovska Stojkovska 
SPORTS SCIENCES AND MULTICULTURALISM AS KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT CONSTITUENTS 
  Danica Pirsl, Samir Ljajic 
THE FITNESS COACH AS A SOCIAL PRESENCE 
 Ivan Nedelchev 
SERVICE EFFICIENCY OF THE UNWE VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS AT THE 15th EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY VOLLEYBALL 
CHAMPIONSHIP LODZ/ POLAND, 2019 
 Petar Ivanov 
USE OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS AND THE INTERNET IN DEVELOPMENT OF SPORTS AND RECREATIONAL EXERCISES 
IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
   Andrijana Bojadzievska – Danevska, Sasho Danevski,  
COMPARISON OF QUALITIES OF ATTENTION BETWEEN STUDENTS FROM BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL TEAMS IN 
THE UNWE -SOFIA, BULGARIA 
 Spas Stavrev, Petar Ivanov 
REPRESENTATION OF WOMEN SPORTS MANAGERS IN NATIONAL FOOTBALL ASSOCIATIONS 
 Cvetanka Nevcheva, Magdalena Damjanovska 
PROGRAM ACTIVITIES THROUGH SPORT DANCES – ANIMATION AND RECREATION 
 Tanja Kitanovska Stojkovska, Liza Pantekovska 
 SEX SELECTIVE ABORTION AS A SOLUTION OF SON’S PREFERENCE  
 Dorina Xhani 
MASS COMMUNICATION AN IMPORTANT ISSUE CONCERNING ITS SOCIETY AND ITS EVOLUTION 
Nuredin Çeçi 
THE FUNCTION OF LOBBYING AND PUBLIC AUTHORITY 
Aleksandar Ruzin 
MODEL EFFICIENCY OF UTILIZATION OF AMMUNITION IN DEPENDENCE VALUE OF STORED SURPLUS AMMUNITION 
- THE COST OF THEIR STORAGE 
  Nikolay Kamarashev, Sevdalina Dimitrova 
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Friday, 13.12.2019        14:45                                                    Hall  DREAM 
Thematic session: NATURAL SCIENCES AND ECOLOGY 
                  Moderators:   Katerina Atkovska, Boyka Malcheva, Erhan Mustafa 
 
USING PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS IN AUTOMATED MECHANRONIC SYSTEMS FOR THE PRODUCTION 
OF CHILDREN'S TOYS FROM SOLID WOOD 
 Izabela Radkova 
COMPARATIVE MORPHOLOGICAL STUDIES ON REPRESENTATIVES FROM GENUS TRIBOLIUM AND GENUS TENEBRIO 
- PESTS ON STORED PRODUCTS 
 Katia Trencheva 
ADSORPTION CHARACTERISTICS OF ACTIVATED CLINOPTILOLITE FOR REMOVAL OF Mn(II) IONS FROM WATER 
SYSTEMS 
 Katerina Atkovska, Erhan Mustafa, Stefan Kuvendziev, Mirko Marinkovski,  Kiril Lisichkov 
PHYSICO - CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WASTEWATER FROM  THE SOLID WASTE LANDFILL 
 Kiril Lisichkov, Erhan Mustafa, Katerina Atkovska, Stefan Kuvendziev, Mirko Marinkovski 
ANALYSIS OF THE CONDITION OF THE WATERSHED IN THE COLD RIVER TORRENT 
 Dobrinka Zakova-Aleksandrova 
REDOX CHEMISTRY OF MANGANESE ENABLES EFFECTIVE REMOVAL OF LEAD IONS IN AN AQUEOUS MEDIUM  
 Nese Salih, Leon Stojanov, Valentin Mirceski 
CORRELATION BETWEEN SEISMOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND SEISMICITY ON THE TERRITORY OF THE REPUBLIC OF 
NORTH MACEDONIA IN THE PERIOD 1957-2018 
 Katerina Drogreshka, Jasmina Najdovska, Dragana Chernih-Anastasovska 
FACILITATING KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER ON AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
  Beti Angelevska, Kristina Jakimovska  
AGRAR PROBLEM IN ALBANIA IN 1925-1939 
 Rudina Mita 
THE ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS OF ROAD TRAFFIC NOISE POLLUTION IN THE CITY OF VRANJE, SOUTH-EASTERN 
SERBIA 
 Ljiljana Djordjevic,  Jovana Dzoljic, Gordana Bogdanovic, Sladjana Nedeljkovic,  
THE ROLE OF GEOMORPHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN THE SUSTAINABLE OF THE TERRITORY OF THE REPUBLIC OF 
ALBANIA 
 Andri Hoxha 
SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON TECTONIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IONIAN AND SAZANI TECTONIC ZONES AND THEIR 
TECTONIC MODEL 
 Dhurata Ndreko, Shaqir Nazaj 
THE ASSESSMENT OF ROAD TRAFFIC RELATED AIR POLLUTION IN THE CITY OF VRANJE, SOUTH-EASTERN SERBIA 
 Ljiljana Djordjevic,  Jovana Dzoljic 
TOXICITY OF HEAVY METALS IN THE SOIL AND ITS REMEDIATION 
  Blagica Cekova, Viktorija Bezhovska, Suzana Temelkoska, Filip Jovanovski 
USE OF GPS SYSTEMS FOR MOVEMENT AND MONITORING VEHICLE IN ROAD TRAFFIC 
 Nebojsa Dimitrijevic, Slobodan Stefanovic, Stefan Mladenovic, Vojislav Krstic 
FOOD BIODIVERSITY AND SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH NEW METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUNICATION 
  Hristina Bancheva-Preslavska 
USE OF INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS FOR ELECTRONIC STABILITY OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
 Nebojsa Dimitrijevic, Slobodan Stefanovic, Stefan Mladenovic, Vojislav Krstic 
POSSIBILITIES FOR APPLICATION OF MICROGREENS IN CULINARY TECHNOLOGY 
 Hafize Fidan, Stanko Stankov 
THE BENEFITS OF USING WOOD 
 Tijana Micić  
THIN FILM DEPOSITION USING PVD 
 Altin Gjevori, Neset Izairi, Fadil Ajredini, Shefket Dehari 
EVALUATION THE IMPACT OF BIOCHAR APPLICATION ON MAIZE VEGETATION 
 Vera Petrova, Milena Yordanova 
15 
MICROFLORA DYNAMICS IN PASSIVE COMPOSTING OF GREEN WASTE 
 Alexandrina Kostadinova, Petar  Dyakov 
NEWS ABOUT DYEING NATURAL CELLULOSE FABRIC WITH DIRECT DYE 
 Milena Nikodijevic, Nemanja Vuckovic, Dragan Djordjevic 
USE OF INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS ON THE DYNAMIC STABILITY OF CARS 
 Nebojsa Dimitrijevic, Slobodan Stefanovic, Stefan Mladenovic, Vojislav Krstic 
GROWTH OF SALMONELLA ENTERITIDIS IN EGG-BASED PASTA 
 Jasmina Stojiljkovic, Metodija Trajchev, Valentina Velkoska Nakova, Dimitar Nakov 
ENZIMATIC ANTIOXIDANTS IN RAW COW MILK 
 Dimitar Nakov, Metodija Trajchev, Valentina Velkoska Nakova, Jasmina Stojiljkovic 
INTELLIGENT BRAKING SYSTEMS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES 
 Nebojsa Dimitrijevic, Slobodan Stefanovic, Stefan Mladenovic, Vojislav Krstic 
FISH CONSUMPTION AND PROCESSED FISH PRODUCTS IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
 Aleksandra Silovska Nikolova, Zlatko Pejkovski, Katerina Belichovska, Daniela Belichovska 
ASSESSMENT OF LEAD MOBILITY AND TOXICITY IN THE SEDIMENTS OF BADOVCI AND BATLLAVA LAKES (KOSOVO) 
THROUGH POLLUTION INDICATORS 
 Ilir Shehu, Avni Malsiu  
DEMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTS WITH CONVENIENT DIFFRACTION GRATINGS 
  Ivana Krulj 
CONSUMPTION OF FUNCTIONAL FOODS AND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THEM BY PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT AGES IN 
KOSOVO 
 Vlora Rama 
TENDENCY OF PRODUCTION OF FODDER CROPS IN REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA 
 Miroslav Nedeljković, Jovana Vujić 
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF Hv-R SEMIGROUPS THROUGH INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY  Hv-IDEALS 
 Krisanthi Naka 
STORAGE AND CONSERVATION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLES PRESERVED BY LOW TEMPERATURES IN PČINJA 
REGION, SERBIA 
 Jovana Dzoljic, Ljiljana Djordjevic, Gordana Bogdanovic, Jelena Markovic 
TRADITIONAL FOODS IN CULINARY PRODUCTION AS AN ELEMENT OF THE HORECA SECTOR IN BULGARIA 
 Stanko Stankov, Hafize Fidan 
EFFECTS OF Pb AND Cd ON MICROBIOLOGICAL AND ENZYMATIC SOIL ACTIVITY - LABORATORY EXPERIMENT 
 Boyka Malcheva 
STUDY OF PM10 PARTICLES AND DETERMINATION OF CO2 AND CO IN AIR WITH IR SPECTROSCOPY 
 Neset  Izairi, Altin Gjevori, Fadil Ajredini, Dije Dehari, Redona Bexheti, Shefket Dehari 
CHALLENGES OF CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE SOUTHERN SERBIA REGION  
 Zorica Eraković, Ivana Mladenović-Ranisavljević 
CHARACTERISATION OF SYNTHESISED CROSSLINKED HYDROGELS BASED ON 1-VINYL-2-PIRROLYDINONE 
 Snežana Ilić-Stojanović, Zorica Eraković 
THE IMPACT OF THE CLIMATE CHANGE IN DEFINING DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 
 Elena Gjuroska 
NANOTECHNOLOGY IN THE FUNCTION OF SUSTAINABLE WATER USE 
 Jelena Markovic 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE PH OF MINING WASTE FROM THE COPPER MINING ON THE BIOLOGICAL RECLAMATION OF 
THE EMBANKMENTS 
 Veneta Stefanova, Ekaterina Todorova 
STATISTICAL - ETHNOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC - FUNCTIONAL REGIONAL SPATIAL UNITS IN THE BLACK RIVER 
BASIN IN THE REPUBLIC OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
 Cane Koteski 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN TELECOM INDUSTRY IN THE REPUBLIC OF N.MACEDONIA 
  Nikola Baleski 
SECURITY’S LEAKS IN SEO SPAMMING 
 Lilyana Petkova 
RESEARCH OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR INTEGRATED FOREST MANAGEMENT  
 Zlatina Todorova  
GIS APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC SOURCE DATA ANALYSIS RELATED TO AIR POLLUTION 
 Radoslav Miltchev, Elena Tsvetkova, Galin Milchev 
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ANALYSIS OF THE CONDITION OF THE WATERSHED IN THE COLD RIVER TORRENT 
 Dobrinka Zakova – Aleksandrova 
GEOTECTONIC - WALLEY AND MOUNTAINAL REGIONAL SPATIAL UNITS THE BLACK RIVER BASIN IN THE REPUBLIC 
OF NORTH MACEDONIA 
 Cane Koteski 
TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION OF PROTECTIVE FUNCTION OF FOREST BELTS AND AGRICULTURAL LAND IN BULGARIA 
Nevena Shuleva, Fotina Yordanova 
GUTTER SYSTEM - NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR GRAVITY TRANSPORT OF SMALL-SIZED TIMBER 
  Tihomir Krumov 
EVALUATION OF STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX FOR VISUAL IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT 
 Stevica Cvetković, Saša V. Nikolić 
 
 
Saturday, 14.12. 2019                                  
09:00 – 10:00       Poster session                                                                                                                   Hall 2 
09:00 –    9:45      Professional papers session                                                                              Plenary   Hall    
 
 
 Saturday, 14.12.2019  09:00  -  09:45                                             Plenary Hall    
PROFESSIONAL PAPERS  
Moderators:  Mariana Prilepchanska Krupishki, Zagorka Donska, Jasminka Durdubakova 
 
THE CONCEPT OF HUMANISM AND RENAISSANCE IN MACEDONIAN POST-BYZANTIUM LITERATURE 
 Vesna Kozhinkova 
REVITALIZING MARGINALIZED DISCOURSES AND WRITING A NEW, SILENT HISTORY IN ANITA DIAMANT’S NOVEL 
“THE RED TENT” 
 Ana Veljanoska 
THE TEACHER IN MODERN TEACHING  
 Zagorka Donska 
INCLUSION OF CHILDREN WIH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS / LEARNING DISABILITIES IN REGULAR CLASSROOMS 
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
 Valentina Miskova Kenkova 
ORGANIZATION -  ITS VALUES, DEVELOPMENT AND WORK 
Menka Trepalkovska, Vera Veljanovska 
UTILIZATION OF “GREEN” RENEWABLE ENERGY IN THE CITY OF STIP 
 Adriana Ivanova, Vesna Nicheva, Jasminka Durdubakova, Igor Ivanov 
INTRODUCING INCLUSION IN PRIMARY EDUCATION AND TEACHER PREPAREDNESS FOR TEACHING PRACTICE 
(RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS) 
Aneta Edrovska, Vilma Nicheva, Verica Stoimenova, Elena Lichkova Edrovska, Jasminka  Durdubakova 
TRAVELLING AS INGREDIENT TO LONGER-LASTING HAPPINESS 
 Mariana Prilepchanska Krupishki 
DEFINING THE MACROPHAGES (MA) WITIN THE KIDNEY OF THE BLACK BARBUS (BARBUS PELOPONNESIUS) FROM 
THE RIVER BREGALNITSA 
 Simona Jovevska 
THE BENEFITS OF USING MIND MAPS FOR STUDENTS 
 Elizabeta Aleksovska, Mile Aleksovski  
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Saturday, 14.12. 2019                                 10:00                             Venue:  Plenary Hall  1 
 
                                    ROUND TABLE:  KNOWLEDGE  PERFORMANCE   
Moderator: Prof. Sinisa Zaric, PhD, University of Belgrade, Serbia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saturday, 14.12. 2019                                 11:00                             Venue:  Plenary Hall 1 
 
                          WORKSHOP:  CREATING COMPLEX TOURISTIC PRODUCT  
Moderator:   prof. Krasimira Staneva PhD 
 
 
 
 
 
12:00           Parallel thematic sessions     (follow up)                                         Hall 1 and  Hall 2 
20:00           Informal evening 
 
 
Sunday, 13. 10. 2019 
   9:00 -   Meetings of the commissions  for conclusions       
10:00  -   Conclusions 
 
*The organizer has provided technical equipment for presentations (computers and 
projectors). All authors who will present their papers shall have a power point presentation or 
poster presentation of the paper. The time for presentation of the papers is 5 -7 minutes per 
paper.  
 
Please note: 
 
Certificates of participation will be delivered only to actively included 
participants in the plenary and thematic sessions. 
